
 

NEW ZEALAND DESTINATION RATES 
 

 

TARIFF AMMENDMENT 

Effective for Containers Arriving into New Zealand from July 2023 

Rates are in New Zealand Dollars (NZD) 

 
 QUARANTINE INSPECTION FEES: Waybill to advise if charge client or invoice back to partner. 
 
Please note that it is very likely that a physical inspection may be required by MPI Biosecurity  

New Zealand. If so, quarantine inspection service charges will be collected direct from the consignee if 

not prepaid. The fees can vary depending on the extent of the inspection required. Our fees cover all 

attendances relating to the MPI Biosecurity inspection, including arranging the same, liaison with MPI 

Biosecurity, location of items for inspection, attendance by accredited personnel, obtaining final release 

documents, all MPI Biosecurity charges, and all other incidental costs and administration. 

 

QUARANTINE INSPECTION FEES 

Baggage $210 

Groupage / LCL / Air freight $35 per cbm (min $310 & max $985) 

20ft FCL $780 

40ft FCL $985 

Motor vehicle only $410 

Motorcycle/trailer/Jetski only $255 

20ft FCL Car/HHG GPG rate for HHG on volume (max $780) + $410 for car 

40FT FCL Car/HHG GPG rate for HHG on volume (max $985) + $410 for car 

  
Important notes 

• Recently there has been a major emphasis on items of quarantine interest which are declared by 
shippers, but not clearly identifiable or not listed at all on the packing inventory. This makes it difficult to 
locate the items at the time of inspection with the MPI officer. In the event MPI requests a search to 
locate declared item(s), (which are not clearly noted on the packing inventory) there will be an additional 
fee of NZ$ 90 per hour or part thereof, incl. GST applicable for assistance to MPI for locating 
quarantine. 

• PBO cartons or shipper owned containers will have heightened MPI inspection and resulting costs – 
these are not covered in the pricing above. 

STRUCTURAL INSPECTION CHARGES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES 
 
All motor vehicles and motorcycles are subject to a structural inspection by an independent organisation on 
behalf of the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA). Please budget for the below additional charges. 
 
Motor vehicle  = $ 280 
Motorcycle  = $ 215 
 

CUSTOMS ITF FEE: Per consignment for Groupage / Baggage / Air Freight / LCL 

 
The ITF fee applicable per consignee moves from $95 to $130 per consignee.* 

 

* We remind you that if these charges are not prepaid, we are required to add GST of 15% if paid 

locally to us by the customer.  


